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Medical debt is surprisingly common and can have far-reaching economic effects. This report explores
how medical debt occurs. A companion report looks at the estimated prevalence of medical debt in
Tennessee and explains why it matters. Future reports will focus on how medical debt varies across
Tennessee’s 95 counties and options for policymakers who want to address it.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
• Medical debt is unique from other types of debt for its connection to health-related
circumstances that individuals often cannot predict or control.
• When medical bills go unpaid, they are often sold to debt collectors and can be reported to
credit bureaus.
• If reported to a credit bureau, debt can hurt a person’s credit score, which lenders, employers,
utilities, and others use to gauge financial reliability.
• Medical bills can also become debt when paid with loans, which may accrue higher costs than
the original bill.

Figure 1. How a Medical Bill Becomes Medical Debt
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Source: Adapted from Urban Institute (1)
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The Path from Medical Bill to Medical Debt
An unpaid medical bill follows the path to debt much like other types of bills (Figure 1). However,
medical debt is unique among various types of debt for its connection to health-related circumstances
that individuals often cannot predict or control (e.g. an accident, insurance claim denial, surprise
medical bill).

Unpaid Medical Bill
If a person does not pay a medical bill, the health care provider attempts to collect the money
either directly or through a contracted bill collector. Several unique features of the health care
financing system contribute to medical bills going unpaid (see “The Unique Causes of Medical Debt”).
Federal law requires certain steps by nonprofit hospitals and most federally-qualified health centers to
determine a patient’s eligibility for financial assistance and how much they can be charged. (2) (3) (4)

Bill Past Due
The provider considers a bill past-due if the patient does not either pay it or arrange a payment
plan. On average, hospitals and health care providers usually expect to receive payment within 90-180
days of billing a patient, but there is no defined amount of time that a provider must wait before
considering a bill past due. (5) (6) (7) In 2017, Tennessee hospitals reported $1.5 billion of “bad debt”
— i.e. past-due medical debt they considered a business loss. (6) To help offset these costs, some
hospitals get supplemental payments from Medicare and the state’s Medicaid program, TennCare. (8)
(9)

Debt in Collections
Providers can turn an unpaid bill over to in-house or third-party debt collectors or sell it to a debt
buyer. Debt buyers usually purchase debts for a small fraction of the debt amount. Debt collectors and
buyers typically seek payment with letters and phone calls and may charge penalties and interest. If the
debt remains unpaid, however, they may also file civil lawsuits that can lead to outcomes like
garnished wages or personal property seizure. (10) (11)

Credit Scores
An unpaid medical bill can be reported to credit bureaus at any point after the bill is issued. (7) If
it is reported to a credit bureau and not paid within 180 days of that report, the debt appears on a
credit report as an “account in collections.” (12) In 2014, medical debt accounted for 52% of all
accounts in collections nationwide. (7) Not all unpaid medical bills or debts in collections are reported
to credit bureaus.
Collections accounts on an individual’s credit report hurt their credit score. If unpaid medical bills
are reported to a credit bureau, that person’s credit score is reduced for seven years — even if they
ultimately pay off the debt. (6) Consumers can improve their credit scores by making on-time
payments for most debt types (e.g. a mortgage and credit cards). Credit bureaus do not track on-time
medical bill payments, however, so medical bills can only reduce a person’s credit score. (13) (14)
Lenders use credit to gauge an individual’s liabilities and the probability that they will pay their
financial obligations. Credit scores can be a gateway or a barrier to financial stability and economic
mobility:
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• Access to “Good” Debt — Lower credit scores can make it harder to access the types of loans
and credit that can enhance economic mobility and long-term wealth (see text box). (15) (16)
• The Cost of Debt — A good credit score allows people to qualify for loans with better interest
rates. In August 2018, a person with good credit could have paid $3,000 less in interest on a
$10,000 car loan than someone with a poor credit score. (17)
• Employment Opportunities — Many employers check credit reports when making hiring and
promotion decisions. (18) A 2017 national survey of employers found that over 30% checked
credit history in making employment decisions. (19)
• Housing Opportunities — Credit scores can determine a person’s ability to secure a mortgage
as well as the terms of their loan. In addition, landlords often check potential tenants’ credit
reports, and they may reject applicants for poor credit history or require a larger security
deposit. (18)
• The Cost of Transportation & Utilities — Credit history can also affect basic needs like
transportation and utilities. Car loans can be more expensive or unattainable for those with poor
credit, and utility companies (e.g. water, electricity, internet, cable) may require larger security
deposits from new customers with poor credit. (18)
• The Cost of Insurance — Credit history can also affect home, auto, and life insurance premiums.
To protect Tennesseans, state law forbids insurers from considering medical debt for this
purpose. (20) (21)
Since 2017, medical debts in collections can be removed from credit reports if the insurer ultimately
pays a disputed or overdue bill. (12) However, if the patient is ultimately responsible for any portion of
the bill after a dispute is resolved, the debt remains on their credit history even if they pay it in full.

GOOD vs. BAD DEBT
Different types of debt are often described as being “good” or “bad.” The precise
definitions of each category may depend on the source, but in general:
•

“Good” (i.e. secured) types of debt can help the borrower build wealth, earn more, or
become more financially secure. Examples commonly include home mortgages, student
loans, and small business loans.

•

“Bad” (i.e. unsecured, high-cost) types of debt are often associated with negative
financial outcomes. Examples commonly include credit card debt, medical debt, car title
loans, and payday loans.

“Bad” debt for one person may not be “bad” debt for everyone. While credit card debt is
usually considered “bad,” using a credit card responsibly can improve a person’s credit score
and help them secure better loan terms in the future. On the other hand, if a person
consistently maintains a high credit card balance and is unable to make payments, their credit
score will suffer. (16)
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Medical debt does not always accurately reflect one’s will or ability to pay. (13) (22) A 2014 study
by the U.S. Consumer Financial Protection Bureau found that half of people with medical collections
had an otherwise clean credit history. (23) One reason may be bills sent to collections for reasons other
than willingness or ability to pay (see “The Unique Causes of Medical Debt”). As a result, some entities
that evaluate credit information (e.g. credit bureaus, lenders, employers) now exclude medical
collections when reviewing credit histories. (13) (22) However, excluding medical debt is not a
required or widespread practice.

Taking Loans to Pay Medical Bills
Medical bills can also become debt when people take loans to pay them, often at higher cost. To
pay their bills, people sometimes use credit cards, take out a second home mortgage, or turn to other
higher-cost forms of credit. (15) (5) For example, a 2016 Kaiser Family Foundation national survey
found that 34% of people who reported problems paying medical bills increased credit card debt to
help pay them. (24) In the 2015 National Financial Capability Study, an estimated 50% of Tennesseans
with unpaid medical bills (compared to 23% without) reported taking a payday loan (i.e. a short-term,
high-interest loan) in the last five years. (25) Interest and late fees that accrue from these financing
mechanisms can sometimes cost more than the original bill.

The Unique Causes of Medical Debt
Medical debt is unique from other types of debt due to some of the ways in which people can
end up with an unpaid medical bill — including the complexity of medical billing, third-party
reimbursement process, and the unpredictable nature of health care costs. (23) (26)

Unpredictable or Unaffordable Health Care Costs
Health care needs are not always predictable. In the 2016 Kaiser survey, 66% of people who
reported a problem paying medical bills attributed it to an unexpected, short-term medical expense
like an accident. (24) Unexpected illness or injury can also reduce a family’s income and ability to pay
for needed medical care. When unexpected illness strikes, the patient (and sometimes a family
member/caretaker) may have to stop working or cut their hours. (5)
People without health insurance are more likely to have unpaid medical bills, but cost-sharing
and surprise bills mean insurance is not a cure-all. Most health insurance offers financial protection
against catastrophic medical expenses. However, an insured person may still get bills they do not
expect or cannot afford. These bills can reflect cost-sharing requirements (e.g. deductibles, co-pays,
and co-insurance), services not being covered, or providers being out-of-network. (27) (24) (28) (29)
For example, a patient at an in-network hospital who unknowingly gets care from an out-of-network
provider could receive an unexpected bill from that provider (also called a “balance bill”). (30)
Almost every employer-sponsored insurance plan in Tennessee now requires a deductible, and
the average family plan deductible has nearly tripled since 2002 (Figure 2). Almost half of
Tennesseans got their health insurance plans through an employer in 2017. (31) That same year, 94%
of employer plans in Tennessee required an out-of-pocket deductible — up from 60% in 2002. Over
the same period, the average deductible for family coverage grew 2.8 times larger, after accounting
for inflation. (32) (33)
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Figure 2. The Average Deductible for an Employer-Sponsored Family
Plan in Tennessee Has Almost Tripled Since 2002
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The price of health care services is not always clear. Patients are typically responsible for out-ofpocket costs not covered by insurance but often do not know the price of medical care before it is
provided. (34) (35) The price of care can also depend on coverage. For example, insured consumers
often pay based on rates negotiated by their insurer and the provider, while uninsured, self-paying
consumers are often charged more. (36)

Complexity of Medical Billing
The complexities of medical billing also contribute to medical debt. The medical billing process
involves complicated interactions between patients, health care providers, and insurance companies.
Any confusion or error in those interactions can lead to unpaid bills.
Billing errors and disputes between providers and insurers can result in unpaid medical bills. For
example, one study found healthcare.gov Marketplace insurers in Tennessee denied between 8% and
23% of claims by in-network providers in 2017. (37) These disputes can delay or deny payment to
providers for services provided to patients. Reasons that a claim may be denied include:
•

Billing mistakes — Insurers may not provide prompt payment to health care providers if the
providers do not properly bill insurers. For example, a provider may fail to include required
prior authorization paperwork or use the wrong billing codes. (26)

•

Medical necessity determinations — Insurance companies may deny a claim when they
disagree with a health care provider about whether the service was medically necessary or
appropriate. (13)

Patients are often asked to pay disputed medical bills while insurers and providers attempt to
resolve the dispute. If an individual does not pay the bill during this time, it can be turned over to
collections. Before receiving medical care, most consumers sign consent forms agreeing that they are
responsible for any medical bills their insurance company does not cover in full. (13)
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A few reasons related to the complexities of medical billing that patients might not pay their bills
include:
•

Confusion about billing — Consumers may have trouble differentiating between a bill and an
explanation of benefits from their insurer, as well as whether to pay their provider or insurance
company. (26) (23)

•

Being unaware of a debt — Due to billing errors or miscommunication, consumers may not
realize a bill is past-due or has been turned over to collections. (38)

•

Awaiting dispute resolution — Patients may choose not to pay their bill until after any billing
errors or disputes have been resolved.

Parting Words
Medical debt is a complex topic with far-reaching implications for Tennesseans’ health and prosperity.
This report and a companion report kick off a series that we hope will inform an evidence-based
discussion about medical debt in Tennessee, its effects, and potential policy levers. Subsequent
reports will explore county-level data on medical debt in Tennessee and options for policymakers who
want to address it.
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